Welcome to the University of Alberta, a national leader in learning and discovery in a vibrant, creative, and connected community. Ever since its founding in 1908 as Alberta's first postsecondary institution, the University of Alberta has been guided by values that have focused our aspirations for growth and continuous positive contributions to society.

This is a very exciting time for the University of Alberta—a time of learning and discovery that engages students and professors alike. At no other time in history has information been so abundant and knowledge so prized. Our students, faculty, and staff strive together to inspire great achievements that elevate the human spirit, reward creativity, and connect communities.

Whenever I talk to successful University of Alberta alumni—men and women who are leaders in research or industry or the arts—and I ask them to tell me the story of their success, it always begins with the same elements: daring and passion. They followed their own spirit of discovery and curiosity and reached for something they were truly passionate about. It is this desire to learn and create and discover that is at the heart of every exciting breakthrough.

Learning fired by passion is a very powerful force. It is creative and ingenious, and it has the potential to change the world. Whether you are a new or a returning student, I invite you to participate fully in making the 2006-2007 academic year a life-changing university experience that integrates learning, discovery, and citizenship.

Yours sincerely,

Indira V Samarasekera, OC
President and Vice-Chancellor

Important Notice

By the act of registering for a course or a course of study, each student at the University of Alberta agrees to observe and be bound by the terms of this notice, and the terms, conditions, academic standards, rules, regulations, policies, and codes of behavior contained or referenced in the Calendar. Therefore, it is the student’s responsibility to make himself or herself aware of the contents of the Calendar.

The Calendar sets forth the intention of the University at the time the Calendar was prepared. While the University of Alberta makes reasonable efforts to ensure that the content of the Calendar is accurate, the University of Alberta reserves the right, subject to the authority of General Faculties Council, to make whatever changes it considers necessary to the information referenced in the Calendar or referenced in other documents relating to admission and registration including, but is not limited to, the elimination of or changes to courses, programs, organizational structure, tuition and fees, entrance standards, academic standards, degree requirements, University policies, regulations, and rules. All of the changes referred to above may be made by the University without notice to students or prospective students, although the University of Alberta shall make reasonable efforts to provide notice of such changes to students as soon as practicable. The University is not liable to anyone who may suffer any loss or damages of any type arising from such changes including any loss or damages arising from the interruption of academic activities.

The University of Alberta is a publicly supported, nondenominational, coeducational institution. It is authorized to grant undergraduate and graduate degrees, certificates and diplomas under the provisions of the Post-secondary Learning Act, Statutes of Alberta, 2003, Chapter P-19.5. The University was established under the University Act (Alberta, 1906) and is governed by the Post-secondary Learning Act (Alberta, 2003). The University is a member of the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and the Association of Commonwealth Universities.
Internationalize

Our Global Campus

The University of Alberta is a dynamic international community with over 2500 international students from over 100 countries studying in graduate and undergraduate programs. Another 1300 students are welcomed each year to study in the English as a Second Language program.

An International Experience Every Day

University of Alberta International House is more than just a residence. Students from Canada and around the world gather under one roof to live, eat and work together, to learn more about one another and the world in which they live, while pursuing their own personal goals.
your Education

Study Abroad
Add an international experience to your degree by participating in a term, year or summer abroad. Gain international work experience by participating in an internship, practicum or research placement overseas. Choose from more than 100 opportunities in over 35 countries. This is your chance to experience a different culture first-hand, while working toward your University of Alberta degree.

A Global Education
Don’t miss International Week, the largest annual extra-curricular educational experience on campus. With over 50 events, I-Week will challenge your understanding of our global interdependence. Seminars hosted throughout the year are designed to raise awareness of the global issues that affect our lives.

www.international.ualberta.ca
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Please Note

(1) Students are responsible for the completeness and accuracy of their registrations and for completion of the specified program requirements. This requires careful attention to course selection and compliance with prerequisite and corequisite requirements. Please read the Calendar carefully and use it when you register. If in doubt about the regulations pertaining to your program, consult the appropriate University official.

(2) All University policies and procedures are intended to comply with the Province of Alberta’s Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Statutes of Alberta, 1994, Chapter F-18.5 and all amendments thereafter). If you have questions or concerns about issues related to the privacy of your personal information, or your ability to access information, please contact the FOIPP Coordinator, Information and Privacy Office, Ring House I, (780) 492-9419.

(3) The Calendar is available in electronic form on our website: www.registrar.ualberta.ca/calendar. The University cannot supply more than one print copy of the University Calendar to each student. Additional copies of the print Calendar, are available for purchase from University of Alberta Bookstore, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2M7

(4) Information about awards and scholarships for undergraduate students is available on our website at www.registrar.ualberta.ca/awards or contact the Office of the Registrar and Students Awards, Student Awards Office at 1-80 Students’ Union Building; phone (780) 492-3221.

(5) Professional requirements: Students or prospective students intending to enter a profession following graduation should contact the appropriate Faculty office in order to ascertain what requirements there are for professional registration above and beyond possession of the prescribed University degree or diploma. In some cases this information is provided in the Faculty section of this Calendar.

(6) Application deadlines for all programs are listed in §12 of this Calendar. This requires careful attention to course selection and compliance with prerequisite and corequisite requirements. Please read the Calendar carefully and use it when you register. If in doubt about the regulations pertaining to your program, consult the appropriate University official.

(7) Main University Switchboard telephone number: (780) 492-3111.
Main Switchboard hours: 0730-1800 Monday through Friday.

(8) A ‘Contact Us’ link is provided on our website: www.registrar.ualberta.ca (at the bottom of each page), if you have any questions.